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ABSTRACT
Maintaining a positive group emotion is important for team collaboration. It is, however, a challenging
task for self-managing teams especially when they conduct intra-group collaboration via text-based
communication tools. Recent advances in AI technologies open the opportunity of using chatbots for
emotion regulation in group chat. However, little is known about how to design such a chatbot and
how group members react to its presence. As an initial exploration, we design GremoBot based on
text analysis technology and emotion regulation literature. We then conduct a study with nine threeperson teams performing different types of collective tasks. In general, participants find GremoBot
useful for reinforcing positive feelings and steering them away from negative words. We further
discuss the lessons learned and considerations derived for designing a chatbot for group emotion
management.
INTRODUCTION
Figure 1: Design of messages posted by
GremoBot in the group chat. The 1st
and 3rd messages are adapted from emotion regulation strategies [6] (i.e., attentional deployment in situation 1, cognitive
change in situation 2). The 2nd message is
visualized group emotion.

Maintaining a positive group emotion (e.g., every member is creative and active in a team project)
is important for improving group relationships and performance [3, 4]. However, it is non-trivial
especially when group collaboration is carried out online via the increasingly popular text-based group
chat applications (e.g., Slack). For one thing, the formally appointed or emergent leaders qualified for
group emotion regulation [13] are not always available in these group chats. For another, non-verbal
cues are largely absent in group chat, making it harder to recognize the collective emotional states of
group members from back-and-forth messages in rapid succession [16].

Table 1: Script samples of GremoBot
emotion regulation messages in DecisionMaking (DM), Creativity (Cr), Debate (Db)
tasks (task description in next page).
Attentional Deployment Strategies
(a) Concentration on positive aspect
(Positive)“The group has been making nice progress
in the past few minutes.” (Neutral)“Seems that the
group discussion has been quite smooth so far.”
On dominant tone: (Joy)“I find the discussions
valuable and enjoyable.” (Confident)“Good to see
the group’s confidence is building up.”
(Analytical)“Glad that the group is taking an
analytical approach to the problem.”
(b) Shift attention to tractable goals
(DM) “How big is the candidate pool right now?
Remember that the group needs to eventually narrow
it down to five items.” (Cr)“Feel free to share any
idea, however small. The group can refine it together.”
(Db)“Try to express your opinions, as silence cannot
help you win the debate.”
Cognitive Change Strategies
(c) Reframe it as a nonevent
“I am sure that the group will work it out.”
(d) Help to reappraise the situation
(DM)“You all have provided useful information
that helps build the big picture. Compromise
has to be made for the whole team’s survival.”
(Cr) “It is a good start with everything the
group has shared so far. Perhaps think outside the
box and be adventurous.” (Db)“The key to
a convincing argument is to make other people
feel comfortable enough to change their position.”
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is open-source in
https://github.com/PenguinZhou/GremoBot

Recent advances in artificial intelligence show the possibility of using a chatbot (or a bot) to automatically monitor group emotion and facilitate its regulation. Chatbots have been widely integrated
into text-based chat applications, offering a variety of services such as information management [18]
and task management [15]. However, few works explore its role as a moderator to manage emotion in
a group chat [10]. In this work, we first follow theories in emotion regulation to design GremoBot
(Group emotion Bot), a prototype that supports emotion regulation in Slack using commercial APIs.
We then investigate how users react to GremoBot’s assistance through an exploratory experiment
with nine three-member groups on three types of collective tasks. Our contributions are: 1) present
GremoBot1 , a proof-of-concept prototype for exploring the practical potential of using a chatbot to
manage group emotion in a text-based teamwork environment; 2) provide an initial understanding of
how group members perceive and work with GremoBot under different contexts, and 3) gain insights
into the design of chatbot group emotion regulator.
DESIGN OF GREMOBOT
GremoBot follows an external process of emotion regulation to monitor, evaluate and modify the
group emotion [14], with the goal of encouraging group members to chat more positively.
Monitoring via Text Analysis Technology. For every text or emoji message mi in a group chat,
GremoBot invokes the Microsoft Text Analytics API to get its sentiment score si ∈ [0, 1] (1: most
positive), and invokes the IBM Tone Analyzer API to detect its tones (i.e., emotional and language
tones, Figure 1). As group emotion can be viewed as the sum of its member’s affective compositions
[2], we estimate the group sentiment over a time interval T by averaging the sentiment scores of all
the messages in that period, and measure tones distribution as the sum of all tones vectors divided by
the total number of messages during T .
Evaluation and Intervention. We target on two situations: 1) a long pause T ′ (< T ) in the group
chat, which may indicate a lack of progress in chats. GremoBot uses attentional deployment strategies
to move members’ attention towards group goals and the positive aspects of the current progress to
encourage interaction (e.g., (a) and (b) in Figure 1). 2) negative status, i.e., negative group sentiment
(score < 0.33) over the last time interval T or accumulating n negative messages in the past m (> n) posts.
GremoBot applies cognitive change strategies to help members interpret the situation in a positive
way (e.g., (c) and (d) in Figure 1).
Messages. In each turn of intervention, GremoBot first interprets the situation positively, then
visualizes group emotion to raise awareness, and finally gives a small tip for emotion regulation.
Emojis are added to the chatbot messages to make them more vivid. Note that these text messages
are pre-defined and customized by researchers in different tasks as exemplified in Table 1.
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Experiment Tasks: 1) Decision-Making: from
desert survival task [8]; each member ranks
own 5 items first; group needs to pick and rank
5 out from the total 15 items; personal goal
(50%): put own items in the final list; group
goal (50%): as optimal as the expert’s ranking;
2) Creativity: from [17]; come up at least 8 activities to support environmental sustainability; $5000 budget; judge group performance by
number and feasibility of ideas;
3) Debate: promote a personal computer Ebusiness; members hold different options: a)
popular stars, b) computer game contest, c) entertainment TV shows; judge performance by
each other.
Experiment Procedure: 1) for participants in
each group, obtain consent; 2) introduce Slack,
GremoBot, experiment; 3) in each task, 3 mins
for reading materials and preparing; 4) 15 mins
for discussion; 5) after each task, fill a questionnaire (adapted from [12]) about perceived
usefulness of GremoBot in making them aware
of group emotion and in giving tips to chat
more positively, about annoyance (7-point Likert Scale), and about their main attention on the
messages (multiple choices); 6) after all tasks,
interview about user behaviors and design suggestions; and 7) debrief and compensation.
More Details: 1) 27 Participants (13 females,
14 males, labeled from P1-1 to P9-3) from graduate school in our university; age: 21 - 30 (M =
23.81, SD = 2.08); 2) Only use English or emoji
(note: input as emoji name into the server) to
chat in a typical Slack Windows app interface
displayed on a Dell 2418H 24-Inch monitor; 3)
Participants of a group sit in different desks and
can not see each other during the chat; and 4)
Participants with top-5 final performance can
get extra bonuses.

EXPERIMENT
To explore how people perceive and work with GremoBot, we conduct an exploratory study with nine
three-member groups, each performing three types of group tasks (counter-balanced). As shown in
the sidebar, the tasks cover scenarios in which each member has to consider both individual and group
goals (Decision-Making), or mostly group goals (Creativity), or mostly individual goals (Debate).
Through a pilot study with three additional groups, we experimentally set T = 90s, n = 3, m = 10 in
all three tasks, and T ′ = 31s in DM, T ′ = 42s in Cr, T ′ = 30s in Db task. Experiment procedure and
more details are presented in the sidebar.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Overall performance and perceptions. In total, GremoBot actively intervened to regulate group
emotion for 138 times due to the long pause (M = 15.3, SD = 6.7 per group), and 55 times due to
the negative status (M = 6.1, SD = 2.8). It was triggered the most in the DM task (91 = 48 + 33),
then in the Db task (84 = 71 + 13), and the least in the Cr task (28 = 19 + 9). We run a one-way
repeated measures ANOVA with the task as the independent variable (using Bonferroni post-hoc
test) on participants’ perception of GremoBot (Table 2). Although the general ratings for GremoBot’s
usefulness are relatively low, there is a marginally significant difference on “I found it useful in making
me aware of potential negative group emotion” (F (2, 52) = 2.87, .05 < p < .1, η 2 = .10), where it is
significantly more useful in the Db task than in the DM task (p < .05). There is no significant difference
across the three tasks regarding the perceived GremoBot’s usefulness in suggesting participants to
chat more positively (F (2, 52) = 0.63, p = .54, η 2 = .024). In terms of annoyance, a significant difference
is found with respect to task type (F (2, 52) = 5.81, p < .01, η 2 = .18) - GremoBot is significantly more
annoying in the DM task than in the Cr task (p < .01). These results suggest that GremoBot was
perceived to be more useful in Cr- or Db-style group tasks than in DM tasks. “In the first task (Db) its
messages are important for reminding me to say something, but in the second task (DM) I am not even
aware of its existence but just focus on the problem” (P2-1, male, age: 22).
Effects on user behaviors: 1) Reinforce the positives. A smiley face, an increasing line in the
visualization, and the dominantly joyful tone can have a positive reinforcement effect on the feeling
and behavior of some participants. “If I see the line jumps from the lower point to higher point, I am
more happy and relaxed” (P4-2, female, age: 24). “One time I noticed the joyful group tone in the figure, I
feel that I can use some joyful emoji to convey my happiness and make the chat fun” (P1-3, male, age: 24).
2) Alert members of negative situations. GremoBot’s intervention can warn some participants of
the negative group emotion trend, triggering them to use more positive words or pushing them to
chat more actively. “I would check the line chart when it pops up, and if it goes down, I will speak (type)
more quickly. It is a good impulse” (P6-3, male, age: 24).
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Table 2: Perceived usefulness of GremoBot
in making participants aware of negative
emotion and chat more positively, as well
as perceived annoyance in each task (1 strongly disagree, 7 - strongly agree). Note:
mean (SD), ∗ : p < .05, ∗∗ : p < .01.
Task
DM
Cr
Db

Perceived Usefulness
Aware emotion Chat positively
3.3 (1.4) *
3.7 (1.5)
3.7 (1.7)
4.0 (1.7)
4.0 (1.4) *
3.9 (1.4)

Perceived
Annoyance
4.0 (1.8) **
3.0 (1.6) **
3.6 (1.4)

Design Issues and Considerations: 1) Visualization of group emotion. Most participants
mainly paid attention to the group sentiment summary (count = 42) and group tones (count = 29)
when GremoBot intervened. While the current emotion summary figure is easy to understand, it may
break the flow in the group chat channel and make the bot less human-like. “Sometimes I want to check
previous messages in the first task (Cr), but it just pops out, and those messages move up” (P3-1, female,
age: 23). We suggest that this figure can be placed at a specific position on the chatting application
interface to provide continuous feedback (as [9] did). 2) Emotion Regulation Strategy. There are
only 23 cases in which participants mainly pay attention to the textual emotion regulation messages,
which are perceived useful in directing group dynamics but are not salient enough for users to notice
most of the time. “Its text messages are less attractive, compared to the large figure. But when I look
back the whole group chat, I find that they could be extremely useful, like reminding us how many ideas
we should come up with and asking us to extend existing ones” (P5-2, male, age: 26). With the figure
putting aside, we can further shorten the messages to reduce processing load by only using verbs and
short phrases (e.g., “Good start! Now think outside the box!”) to emphasize the main ideas. 3) Timing.
While the two situations for GremoBot’s interventions are considered proper by participants, the
exact timing should be adaptive to the group chat pace and task nature. “If we speak fast, it should
intervene less frequently. If we slow down later, it can pop up to remind us” (P4-1, female, age: 24). In
tasks like Decision-Making task, the bot should be more tolerant of negative words because “group
members need to analyze any negative outcome for better decision making” (P5-2, male, age: 26). 4)
Accuracy. P2-3 mentioned that there is a mismatch between the group emotion they sensed and
what was reported by GremoBot (Figure 2). “I think it is not correct, especially in the second task (DM)
and the third task (Cr). It reveals that our group emotion is going down, but we do not think so” (P2-3,
female, age: 21). In fact, the short sentences in group chat could be a big problem for GremoBot (even
for human [5]), especially if we take culture into consideration [7]. We suggest that the chatbot for
group emotion regulation should follow the guidelines for human-AI interaction [1], e.g., “make clear
how well the system can do what it can”.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Figure 2: An example of a chat screen
shows that the participants’ perception is
mismatched with the GremoBot’s evaluation. GremoBot detects negative sentiments (red scores), as illustrated by the labels in the text boxes.

In this paper, we designed GremoBot and conducted an exploratory study to evaluate its impacts on
user perception and behavior. Results suggest that a chatbot emotion regulator can enhance positive
feelings and alert people of negative situations. We further discuss design issues raised in user feedback
and propose design considerations concerning visual feedback, textual strategy, timing and accuracy
of emotion regulation chatbots. We identify two future research directions: 1) improving the message
design of GremoBot and conducting a controlled experiment (with vs. without) to systematically
evaluate its feasibility and efficacy; and 2) investigating the appropriate manner of GremoBot in
managing emotions, e.g., proactive intervention or reactive involvement [11].
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